The only dedicated communications platform in the country that brings first responders:

- **Always-on, 24x7 priority and preemption across voice and data communications**
- **A physically separate network core fully dedicated to public safety**
- **Government oversight and accountability from the FirstNet Authority**

### BY THE NUMBERS

- **3.91M+** FirstNet connections
- **25K+** Public safety agencies and organizations subscribed
- **200+** Apps in the FirstNet App Catalog
- **560** FirstNet Ready® devices

### AMERICA'S PUBLIC SAFETY NETWORK

- **2.91M+** Square miles of coverage
- **250K+** Square miles more than commercial networks
- **150+** Dedicated assets in the FirstNet fleet
- **30+** ROG the Dog therapy animals
- **250+** Solutions triaged and deployed in 2023
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